
Writing about Tone

E1H Outcome B Prep



WORDS TO DESCRIBE TONE DEVICES

Diction Imagery Details Language Syntax
Monosyllabic 
Colloquial 
Informal 
Formal 
Old-fashioned
Emotional 
Morose
Child-like
Dark

(most tone words… 
strong adjectives)

Visual 
Auditory
Tactile
Olfactory
Gustatory
Sensory
Animal
Water
Fire

Nostalgic
Vague
Eerie
Emotional
Humorous
Sentimental
Melancholic
Ambiguous
Dull

(most tone words… 
strong adjectives)

Formal
Colloquial
Informal
Foreign
Dialectical
Figurative
Literal
Scholarly
Child-like
Symbolic
Humorous
Ambiguous
Precise
Vulgar
Simplistic

Complex
Simple
Interrogative
Declarative
Exclamatory
Choppy
Flowy
Repetitive
Parallel
Inverted
Abrupt
Rhythmic
Jumbled



1. Thesis

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 

1. Thesis (claim)

2. Background 

3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1

4. Analysis/Connection

5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2

6. Analysis/Connection 

7. Concluding Statement

EXAMPLE: 

In the poem “Did I Miss Anything?,” Tom 
Wayman utilizes apathetic and dramatic details 
to create a sarcastic tone toward being absent, 
proving being present for school is valuable.

YOUR TURN! 

Choose either “Oranges” or “Did I Miss 
Anything” (stick with your choice for this entire 
practice), and then write a clear, complete 
claim statement addressing the prompt.

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



SWITCH PAPERS WITH THE 
CLASSMATE TO YOUR LEFT

Read your classmate’s thesis statement. 

Provide feedback! Did he or she include: 

1. the poet’s name, spelled & capitalized correctly?
2. the poem’s title, spelled & capitalized correctly?
3. a tone device (DIDLS)?
4. an adjective that appropriately describes the tone device?  
5. an accurate, precise tone word?
6. the poem’s subject?
7. an accurate, clear, arguable, universal theme? 



2. Background

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 
1. Claim
2. Background 
3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1
4. Analysis/Connection
5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2
6. Analysis/Connection 
7. Concluding Statement

DIRECTIONS: 
 Write a brief “summary” of the poem. 

 Include only info relevant to claim.

 Who is the speaker? 

 What is the subject? 

 What is the conflict?

YOUR TURN! 
Provide 1-2 sentences of accurate, relevant 
background information. 
Remember, pretend your audience has not read the 
poem; what do they need to know in order to 
understand your quotes and argument?  

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 
1. Claim
2. Background 
3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1
4. Analysis/Connection
5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2
6. Analysis/Connection 
7. Concluding Statement

DIRECTIONS: 
 Transition Context Speaker

 Your words + author’s words = 1 sentence

 Citing poetry  line numbers 

EXAMPLE: 
While responding to the absentee, the 

teacher reports the class waited “for the full 
two hours” (Wayman 3).

YOUR TURN! 
Create a blended sentence using a TCS lead-in, 
quote (DIDLS device example), & MLA citation.

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



SWITCH PAPERS WITH THE 
CLASSMATE TO YOUR RIGHT
Read your classmate’s entire paragraph. 

Provide feedback! 

1. Is the quote an example of the device mentioned in claim?
2. Does quote support tone AND theme mentioned in claim?
3. Did he or she include an appropriate Transition?
4. Did he or she provide accurate, relevant Context?
5. Did he or she mention the Speaker/character?
6. Does the lead-in BLEND with the quote to create 1 sentence?
7. Is the citation correct? Check punctuation, capitalization, & spelling too.

Blend lead-in to, “quote” (Wayman 4-6).



4. Analysis/Connection

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 
1. Claim

2. Background 

3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1

4. Analysis/Connection

5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2

6. Analysis/Connection 

7. Concluding Statement

DIRECTIONS: 
• 1.) How is this device used at this moment in the 

piece? What is interesting about the diction, 
imagery, details, language or syntax? Describe it. 

• 2.) HOW does the interesting part of the device 
create a certain tone? What feeling is created 
though this DIDLS example? What is commonly 
associated with the example? Explain!

• 3.) HOW does this TONE reveal the author’s 
message/theme? Explain!

YOUR TURN! 
In 2-3 sentences, analyze the quote (DIDLS 
example) and connect it back to claim (theme).

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



1-4. EXAMPLE

Claim 

Background 

Integrated Quote #1 

Analysis/Connection 

In the poem “Did I Miss Anything?,” Tom Wayman
utilizes apathetic and dramatic details to create a sarcastic 
tone toward being absent, proving being present is 
valuable. A student misses class and, upon his or her 
return, asks the teacher, “Did I Miss Anything?” Frustrated 
by the question, the teacher answers with alternating 
extremes: “nothing” and “everything.” When initially 
responding to the absentee, the teacher reports, the class 
waited “for the full two hours” (Wayman 3). The absentee 
does not need the unhelpful detail of the length of time. 
This extra information does not provide useful feedback. 
Rather, “the full two hours” is associated with an 
unrealistic amount of time for students to waste simply 
waiting for a single classmate’s arrival, contributing to the 
sarcastic tone. A significant amount of instruction can be 
delivered in “two hours,” so the teacher’s mocking 
attitude reveals absentee missed an opportunity to learn 
by skipping class. 



SWITCH PAPERS WITH THE 
CLASSMATE BEHIND YOU

Read your classmate’s entire paragraph. 

Provide feedback! Did he or she: 

1. describe the interesting part of the device?
2. explain the connotation of the DIDLS example?
3. connect the quote AND tone to the theme? 
4. argue rather than state a “fact” or observation?

NO  This creates a sarcastic tone. 



5. & 6.

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 
1. Claim
2. Background 
3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1
4. Analysis/Connection
5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2
6. Analysis/Connection 
7. Concluding Statement

REPEAT! 

Find another example (quote from the 
poem) of the DIDLS device mentioned 
in your claim statement. 

Include a TCS lead-in and MLA citation. 

Analyze and connect quote #2 to your 
claim statement. (tone AND theme) 

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



7. Concluding Statement

PARAGRAPH OUTLINE: 

1. Claim

2. Background 

3. TCS Lead-in to Quote #1

4. Analysis/Connection

5. TCS Lead-in to Quote #2

6. Analysis/Connection 

7. Concluding Statement

DIRECTIONS: 
 Summarize your paragraph

 Re-word your claim statement; avoid repetition

EXAMPLE: 
In “Did I Miss Anything?,” Wayman’s use of 

indifferent and exaggerated details develops a mocking 
tone toward missing school revealing participation is 
important.  

YOUR TURN! 
Write a concluding statement.

PROMPT: After reading the poem, what 
is the overall tone?  After identifying 
the tone, explain how it impacts the 
theme. Respond in a well-written 
paragraph using two direct quotes.



SWITCH PAPERS WITH THE 
CLASSMATE IN FRONT OF YOU

Read your classmate’s entire paragraph. 

Provide feedback! 
Does his or her paragraph make sense? 
Do both quotes “match” device, tone, AND theme from claim?

Circle the following (except within quotes): 
1. 1st person pronouns – I, me, my, we, us, our
2. 2nd person pronouns – you, your
3. Contractions – it’s, doesn’t, can’t, shouldn’t
4. Vague/informal words – things, stuff, good, bad, slang, abbreviations
5. Non-present tense – is walking, walked



IMPROVE 

1. READ FEEDBACK

2. ASK QUESTIONS

3. MAKE REVISIONS


